Wave

Soft-close for Ferrari hinges

WAVE Ferrari
Ferrari Wave: discover the functionality of
advanced soft-closing
Wave is the new add-on, optional soft-closing system for Ferrari made in Italy
hinges.
This damper is an outstanding solution for furniture doors, it provides excellent
soft-closing performances.
The installation is quick, easy and completely tool-less: the damper is just
clipped on the hinge cup.
Through the adjusting screw it is possible to calibrate the damping effect
(-20% by two steps) even after the installation.
Available for any ‘W’ Ferrari hinges.
Highly secure and reliable: guaranteed for 80.000 door openings according to
UNI EN 15570/08.

Wave

This is also an after-market product and is fit for the do-it-yourself market.
Ferrari Wave: designed to update Soft-Closing systems!

Code

Picture

Description

DMR20GI

WAVE damper
for crank 0
(full overlay hinges)

DMR21GI

WAVE damper
for all other cranks

WAVE is installed only on specific hinges that are encoded with a “W” on the first digit of the code
(example: W90087AGGWS).
Wave for crank 0 (DMR20GI) can not be used on slide on plates 1,5mm high.

WAVE Ferrari
Mounting Instructions

Clip Wave on the hinge simply
matching the two ribs with the holes
in the cup first and than fixing it
with a small pressure.

Wave

Fix it by a small pressure on the back.
WAVE should be mounted on the bottom
hinge.

Use a screwdriver (PZ2) to adjust the
damping effect (- 20% by two steps).
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Each Ferrari’s product is constantly improved according to all market technical requirements and proposals.
Ferrari holds the right to alter or amend without notice any technical or structural
Ferrari cannot be held responsible for any usage other than that advise in the catalogue.
If particular application is needed which is not in the recommended tables, we suggest to
contact Ferrari Technical Department.
Products sheet are available on demand.
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